Informed Consent / Consent to Treat / HIPAA Compliance
Thank you for selecting StraightForward Counseling for your therapy services. This document is intended to inform you of policies and procedures,
your rights, and state and federal laws. If you have any questions, please ask and we will provide you with the information you need.

Psychological Services:
Psychotherapy is not easily described in general statements. It varies depending on the personalities of the therapist, patient, and the particular
problems you are experiencing. There are many different methods that a clinician may use to deal with the problems that you hope to address.
Psychotherapy calls for a partnership between you and the therapist to work on areas of concern in your life, develop growth and insight, help you
achieve your desired goals and improve your overall well-being. Participation involves being open to the therapist’s suggestions and ideas, being
honest with your therapist, discussing concerns about the process, completing outside assignments when appropriate, and providing ongoing
feedback to the therapist about the process. Psychotherapy can have benefits and risks. While counseling is beneficial for many people, some
people may not find therapy helpful. Since therapy often involves discussing unpleasant aspects of your life, you may experience temporary
uncomfortable feelings like sadness, guilt, anger, frustration, loneliness, and helplessness. In order for you to maximize your experience, it is helpful
to discuss with your therapist any questions or discomfort you may experience during the counseling process. Your therapist will work with you to
help you understand the experience and/or use different methods or techniques that may lead you towards the growth you desire. Therapy often
leads to better relationships, solutions to specific problems, and significant reductions in feeling of distress. However, there are no guarantees of
what you will experience. The relationship between a therapist and patient is essential for change to take place. As such, the relationship is often
one in which close emotional bonds develop. It is also a professional relationship, in which appropriate boundaries must be maintained. Because
the therapist-patient relationship is so important, clinicians cannot be involved in a social relationship or friendship that exists outside of the
therapy room. Limiting our relationship to the therapy office keeps your therapeutic environment safe, secure, and free of outside complications
that could interfere with your therapy work. Your first few sessions will involve an evaluation of your needs. By the end of the evaluation, we will
be able to offer you some first impressions of what our work will include and a treatment plan to follow, should you decide to continue with
therapy. Please evaluate this information along with your own opinions of whether you feel comfortable working with a therapist. Therapy involves
a large commitment of time, finances, and energy, so you should be careful about the therapist you select. You have the right to decide not to
enter therapy with your therapist. If you feel that you are not making progress towards your intended goals, you may terminate the therapeutic
relationship at any time. Your therapist can provide a list of referrals for other therapists in the community. In an effort to help you transition, your
therapist may request one last formalized session, to provide feedback and consider your next steps.
An individual who wishes to file a complaint against a Licensed Professional Counselor may write to:
Texas State Board of Examiner of Professional Counselors
Complaints Management and Investigative Section
P.O. Box 141369 Austin, Texas 78714-1369
or call 1-800-942-5540 to request the appropriate form or obtain more information. This number is for complaints only.

Therapy Appointments:
You and your therapist will agree on the frequency of sessions, goals, and type of counseling. Therapy is most effective when an individual attends
appointments consistently. It is expected that you will arrive on time for your appointment. Services are by appointment only and are made by
contacting the office or online through the therapy portal. If you reach a voicemail, please follow the directions to leave a detailed message.

Fees/Payments:
Therapy is a personal investment for mental health and well-being. It is expected that you will pay for therapeutic services provided. Please speak
with your therapist about any financial difficulties that you might have. All session payments are due at the time of service. Gifts, bartering, and
trading for a service is not appropriate. Payments can be made with cash, credit card, or a personal check. There will be a charge of $50 for any
returned checks and if you should incur this fee you will no longer be allowed to pay with a check.

Initial intake appointment is $175

A 60 minute therapy session is $155

A 45 minute therapy session is $130

Insurance:
If you have insurance and your therapist is “in network” the fee is reduced based on the contract we have with your insurance company. In such
cases, we will bill and file your claim with the insurance company directly as a courtesy to you and they will pay a portion of the cost of your
therapy per session. It is your responsibility that at each session you pay your co-payment or co-insurance fee. In the event that you have not met
your deductible, the full fee is due at each session until the deductible is satisfied. It is your responsibility to ensure that the requirements of your
particular insurance company for preauthorization of services are met, specifically for mental health benefits. Your signature denotes your
understanding and agreement that if your insurance company fails to pay for any reason, including bankruptcy of the insurance company or nonpayment of the premium, you are responsible for any unpaid balances and upon notification will pay what is due. In the event that your therapist is
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not a provider for a particular insurance company, you can be accepted as a private pay client and if requested your therapist can provide you with
the appropriate information necessary for you to submit a claim to your insurance provider and be reimbursed directly.

Phone Calls:
You can reach your therapist at the designated office phone number for appointments or leave a message to talk with the therapist. If it is not an
emergency, your therapist will attempt to follow-up with you within 48 hours. Please note that your therapist is only available during their normal
work hours. If you are experiencing an emergency, please contact 911 or go to the nearest emergency room.

Email:
Please note the following guidelines for use of e-mail as a form of communication with your therapist. Your therapist cannot provide personal
counseling through email, but can offer limited support. Your therapist cannot guarantee that your email will remain confidential. Although your
therapist will keep your email private, your therapist cannot ensure that administrators of the system or experienced computer users could not
view or access email. Your therapist may not have the ability to check email outside of business hours.

Court:
Should a therapist be requested to testify or if a therapist receives a subpoena by the Court, there is a required non-refundable fee of $1200, to be
paid one week prior to the court appearance. You will be billed at the court fee of $300 per hour if the proceedings take longer than four hours for
the therapist’s time preparing for testimony, consulting with either attorney, writing reports, reproducing records, traveling to and from court,
time waiting at the courthouse, and time spent testifying. We do not provide forensic evaluations.

Additional Services:
In addition to weekly appointments, your therapist will charge for other professional services you may need at the fee of $30 for every 15 minutes.
Other professional services include:

Report or letter writing to teachers, physicians, psychiatrists, etc.

Site visits, school meetings, etc.

Travel Time

Longer sessions

Telephone calls lasting longer than 15 minutes

Attendance at meetings or phone consultations with other professionals (that you have authorized)

Preparation of records or treatment summaries.
None of these services are covered by insurance plans and you will be responsible for the entire cost of service.

Cancellation Policy:
If you need to reschedule or cancel an appointment, please contact the office as soon as possible. Appointments not canceled or rescheduled 24
hours in advance will be charged a $75 fee. Failure to show for a scheduled appointment, being late to an appointment, and/or calling to cancel
after the actual time of the appointment will be documented as a no show and you will be charged a no show fee of $75. If you are 15 minutes late
or more for your appointment you should expect to forfeit your appointment.

Confidentiality:
Your therapist recognizes that confidentiality is essential for effective counseling. In order for therapy to work best, you must feel safe about
sharing your personal information with your therapist. Your therapist will maintain this confidential information ethically and legally and will
release it to other parties only with your expressed written consent. You will need to sign a Release of Information form if you choose to release
your private health information to another party. Under most circumstances, all information about you in written or verbal form obtained in the
counseling process, including your identity as a patient, will be kept ethically and legally confidential. Information will not be disclosed to any
outside person(s) or agency without your written permission except in certain situations, which include, but are not limited to:

If you are determined to be in imminent danger of harming yourself or someone else. Licensed Professional Counselors and other mental
health care professionals are required by law to do whatever we can do to prevent that from happening and to ensure your safety and
the safety of others. This may require notifying family members, parents, legal guardians, legal authorities and/or the potential victim.

If you disclose abuse, neglect, or exploitation of a child, the elderly, or a disabled person(s).

If your records are subpoenaed by a court of law.
In addition to the above, there are several other situations where confidentiality cannot be insured including:

If you provide a request to release your records.

If you are in family counseling and/or group therapy, we cannot guarantee confidentiality will be maintained by other family members
and/or group members.

If you are a child (under the age of 18) or unable to voluntarily consent, a guardian must give written consent and can access your
records.

If you choose to file insurance or work with a managed care company, information regarding your treatment, prognosis, and specific
issues for which you have come to treatment are available to them. Your therapist will make every effort to release only the minimum
information necessary for the purpose requested. Once this information is given to the insurance or managed care company, however,
we have no control over how the information is used.

If there is a payment owed on your account that is outstanding then your name, address and amount owed will be released to a third
party for collections.
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A therapist may use or disclose a patient’s private health information to defend a complaint to the licensing board or a negligence suit
brought against them by that client.

Records:
A record will be kept for your counseling services. You may ask to see and/or request a copy of your record by making an appointment specifically
for that purpose or your therapist can prepare a summary for you instead. You also have the right to ask your therapist to correct your record.
Patient records and files will be stored securely to maintain confidentiality. There is a copy and/or preparation fee for obtaining your records. There
is a $15 base charge for a copy of records (includes first 15 pages). Additional costs include $1 per each additional page after the first 15 pages.

Minors and Parents:
Whether or not you are requesting services for a child, as the guardian, the parent, managing conservator, or possessory conservator the same
guidelines apply. It is critical that your child trusts their therapist. With your understanding in advance, your therapist shall keep what your child
says/does as confidential as an adult. If your therapist thinks that it would be beneficial to share a specific detail with you, they will first ask the
child’s permission. It is important the child does not feel like the therapist and parent is siding with the child, parents, or one parent over the other.
You do have the right to question the therapy process, to understand the nature of activities, and to be informed of the child’s progress. Your
therapist has the right to use clinical discretion as to what is appropriate disclosure. We will work as a team by you sharing your concerns of your
child’s behaviors in various settings while your therapist shares progress of your child in counseling. We will have consultations as needed and
recommendations may be given for adults and others in the child’s life. The therapist’s role is to act as your child’s helper and not to ally with any
disputing party regarding the child. Counseling is for the purpose of the child’s emotional well-being and does not yield recommendations about
custody issues. Party’s that are disputing over custody should request an independent custody evaluation if an opinion is sought regarding custody.

Therapist’s Incapacity or Death:
In the event that your therapist become incapacitated or dies, it will become necessary for another therapist to take possession of records. By
signing this form, you give your consent to allow another licensed mental health professional selected by your therapist to take possession of your
record.

Informed Consent to Treatment:
I voluntarily agree to receive mental health assessment, care, treatment or services for myself and/or family members
noted below and authorize my therapist to provide said care.

___________________________________________________
Signature of Patient

________________________________
Date

__________________________________________________
Printed Name of Patient

________________________________
Date

__________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian

________________________________
Date

__________________________________________________
Printed Name of Parent/Guardian

________________________________
Date

If Patient is a Minor:
If patient is under the age of 18 years old, I ___________________________________________________________
Printed Name and Initials
have legal custody and give my consent for counseling of the above named minor. If the patient is a child of divorce or
separation, I understand I must present a copy of the divorce decree or formal custody paperwork showing the legal
custodian of the child and that I am authorized to give legal consent for mental health services. I agree to provide said
proof.
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